
Whiskey is for drinking and water is for 
fighting over.

San Augustin Plain Groundwater Presentation

NOT attributed to Mark Twain

By   Dennis Inman



The Augustine Plains Ranch, LLC wants to 
pump 54,000 acre feet of water from the Plains 
of San Augustin or 17.5 billion gallons per year.

The whole watershed currently has in excess of 
9,327 acre feet of water allocated by permit 
with over 1,025 records in the database and 
this does not account for all of the wells that 
predated the data base.  Also the LLC has a 
figure in its proposal that indicates that they 

think the watershed is leaking about 92,610 AF 
of water per year.

This is as of  2013

Problem



North plain of the San Augustin Plains with the VLA

The big triangle is the Vary Large Array



San Augustin Plains watershed showing the proposed well field with red dots.



2,418

Total: 95,027 AFY
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A watershed showing a topographic divide and outlet.



Bounding faults and bedrock contours the 
doted lines show the graben faults
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The asterisk is a buried divide separating the North 
Plains from the South Plains



A block diagram of a typical Graben Fault



A typical sediment distribution diagram



San Augustin Watershed faults
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San Augustin Watershed with wells & land ownership

OSE database as of July 2011
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San Augustin Watershed Ownership

APR, LLC                ≈ 18,000.0                               28.1                                1.4%

1.4% of the private land.

0.01% of the entire basin.











Datil





First LLC. Well RG-89943 POD 38 finished 10/04/2008

Location: Sec. 26, Twn 2 S, Rng 9 W



Second LLC. well
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What’s at risk?

1. Depletion of the groundwater aquifer
2. Collapse of the sediments in North Plains so 

that recharge will not be as great as it is now.
3. Deferential settlement within the north basin.
4. Probable damage to roads and utilities as 

well as structures.
5. Devaluation of adjacent land properties.
6. Economic loss to Datil and Catron County as 

well Magdalena and Socorro County.



Areas of Subsidence



East Phoenix tension crack due to subsidence.





Why people in Magdalena should be worried.

La Jencia

Milligan Gulch

Plains of San Augustin

Dashed lines are fault/fractures.

Hwy 60

Old Road 52



17,633 Acres

266 wells

Average well depth 209 feet

Average depth to water 90 feet

Total amount diverted by permit 1471 acre feet

“When you tug at a single thread of nature, you will find it attached to the 
rest of the world”

John Muir


